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Abstract: Knowing the GIS expression of geological phenomena is an important basis for the com-
bination of geology and GIS. Regional geological structures include folds, faults, strata, rocks, and
other typical geological phenomena and are the focus of geological GIS research. However, existing
research on the GIS expression of regional geological structure focuses on the expression of the spatial
and attribute characteristics of geological structures, and our knowledge of the expression of the
semantic, relationship, and evolution processes of geological structures is not comprehensive. In this
paper, a regional geological structure scene expression model with the semantic terms positional
accuracy, geometric shape, relationship type, attribute type, and time-type attributes and operations
is proposed. A regional geological structure scenario markup language (RGSSML) and a method for
mapping it with graphics are designed to store and graphically express regional geological structure
information. According to the geological time scale, a temporal reference coordinate system is defined
to dynamically express the evolution of regional geological structures. Based on the dynamic division
of the time dimension of regional geological structures, the expression method of “time dimension
+ space structure” for the regional geological structure evolution process is designed based on the
temporal model. Finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the regional geological structure scene
expression method proposed in this paper is verified using the Ningzhen Mountain (Nanjing section)
as an example. The research results show that the regional geological structure scene expression
method designed in this paper has the following characteristics: (1) It can comprehensively express
the spatial characteristics, attribute characteristics, semantics, relationships, and evolution processes
of regional geological structures; (2) it can be used to realize formalized expression and unified
storage of regional geological information; and (3) it can be used to realize dynamic expression of
the regional geological structure evolution process. Moreover, it has significant advantages for the
expression of regional geological structure semantics, relationships, and evolution processes. This
study improves our knowledge of the GIS expression of regional geological structures and is expected
to further promote the combination and development of geology and GIS.

Keywords: GIS expression; regional geological structure; scenario; spatio-temporal characteristics;
spatio-temporal process

1. Introduction

With nearly 60 years of development, GIS has continuously enriched semantic in-
formation, relational information, and temporal information on the basis of spatial and
attribute information expression. Its expression methods have gone through several differ-
ent stages, such as “space + attribute”, “semantic + space + attribute”, and “time + space
+ attribute” [1–4]. The GIS expression method of “space + attribute” is mainly used to
describe the spatial coordinates, geometrical morphologies, and attributes of geographical
objects [5,6]. However, information on semantics, times, and attributes is stored in an
attribute table, making it difficult to express the meaning and spatial–temporal regula-
tions of geographical objects. Researchers built a GIS expression method for “semantic
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+ space + attribute” that integrated geographical objects, phenomena, and regulations
based on GIS semantics. This method is mainly based on the spatial and semantic map-
ping expression [7,8], the natural language expression of geographical objects [9,10], and
geographical concept analysis [11,12]. It has certain advantages in the representation of
geographical objects and their semantics, but is less useful for the expression of the time and
process of geographical phenomena [13,14]. The GIS expression method for “time + space +
attribute” was put forward to accurately describe various spatial–temporal features and re-
lationships, including object-oriented [15,16], event-oriented [17,18], and process-oriented
spatial-temporal data organization and analysis methods [19,20]. This expression method
has made some progress in the cadastral, forestry, marine, transportation, and military
fields, etc. [21,22]. On the other hand, it does not excel in the expression of continuous
spatial-temporal evolution processes and dynamic geographical models. It can be seen that
while GIS expression methods have made good progress, comprehensive GIS expression
methods such as “semantic + space + time + process” are still in the development stage.
A geographic scene can be defined as a specific regional synthesis comprising both human
and natural factors and their mutual relationships and interactions [23,24]. Constructing
GIS expression methods for geographical scenes (“semantic + location + geometry + at-
tribute + relationship + process”) may be able to better support the expression of the spatial
structure and evolution of geographical phenomena, and this is gradually becoming the
focus and development direction of GIS expression method research [25,26].

The use of the tectonic expression method in geology is relatively well established.
Geological information such as definition, occurrence, form, attribute, contact relationship,
combining form, geological time, and geological event is mostly expressed through geo-
logical natural language, geological maps, geological classical theory, and the geological
industry’s norms and standards [27–30]. Many conventional natural language descriptions
(such as fold, fault, joint, planes, lineation, etc.) have been formed in tectonic geology.
This expression method involves a summary of the regularity of a geological structure by
geological experts in long-term development. A number of classical theories (continen-
tal drift [31], seafloor spreading [32], plate tectonics [33], geomechanics [34], etc.) have
emerged to express the spatial structure and evolution of geological structures. In addition,
geological industry organizations express geological structures by formulating a series of
norms and standards for classification, naming, codes, legends, etc. [35].

The application of GIS in the field of geology has gradually expanded. The GIS expres-
sion method for geological structures has gone through several different stages, such as
“space + attribute”, “semantic + space + attribute”, and “time + space + attribute” [36–38].
(1) The GIS expression method for “space + attribute” abstracts the form and relation of a ge-
ological structure and expresses its geometry, attributes, and relationships. It describes the
spatial position and geometry of the geological structure itself. Thus, the three-dimensional
expression of a geological structure can be realized [39,40]. This kind of method is relatively
mature, and includes the wire frame model [41], surface model [42], element model [43],
geometry entity model [44], boundary representation model [45], and hybrid Model [46].
However, it is difficult to establish the spatial relationship between geometric objects using
this method. The expression method of “space (topology) + attribute” was proposed;
this method can express some geometric features and topological relations of geological
structures. However, its ability to express the geological meanings and relationships of
geological structures (fold, fault, etc.) needs to be strengthened. (2) The GIS expression
method of “semantic + space + attribute” for geological structures is used to establish the
conceptual system and hierarchical relationship of folds, faults, and strata using the concep-
tual geological relationship. Researchers have proposed the use of automatic classification
methods for geological structures, focusing on machine learning and deep learning lan-
guages [47–49]. It can be seen that the main advantage of this method lies in the expression
of the geological structure concept, but this method is weak in terms of the description
of the space–time relationship in geological structures. (3) The GIS expression method of
“time + space + attribute” for geological structures is used to study the spatio-temporal char-
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acteristics and spatio-temporal processes of geological structures from the three aspects of
spatio-temporal differentiation, evolution process, and interaction mechanism. Regarding
the aspect of focusing on spatio-temporal differentiation, this method aims at describing
spatio-temporal relations and organizes geographical spatio-temporal phenomena using
the basic idea of object orientation [50,51]. Time, space, and attribute are equally important
to each spatio-temporal object with regard to expressing the spatio-temporal distribution
of geological structures. Regarding the aspect of focusing on the evolution process, the
geological structure evolution process can be divided into several periods. The evolution
process of a geological object or object set over time is defined as a process of generating
and responding to events with multi-time granularity so as to express the evolution process
of the geological structure over time [52,53]. In terms of the interaction mechanism, the
temporal and spatial characteristics of regional strata are analyzed by stratigraphy. A
set of rules for examining the topological relationship of the strata in time and space is
established. These can be used to accurately judge the topological relationship of the strata
in the geological map and express the relation between the geological structure in time and
space [54,55]. It can be seen that most GIS expression methods for geological structures
express the spatio-temporal process in layers and segments through time points and time
periods, but as yet there is still no method to continuously express the spatio-temporal
evolution process of geological structures in the time dimension.

Heterogeneous geological data semantic gaps, varied three-dimensional space data
expression of geological structures, access to huge amounts of geological attribute data,
knowledge of geological structure relationships, and knowledge of complex geological
structure time and space processes have gradually appeared in the field of vision [56–58].
These problems are not only challenges faced by geologists, but are also aspects that GIS
scholars should pay attention to in the field of geology. With the development of GIS, com-
puter science, and cartography, the expression methods for regional geological structures
have gradually changed from geology to GIS. At the same time, GIS expression is develop-
ing from the traditional expression of “location + geometry + attribute” to the expression
of “semantic + location + geometry + relation + attribute + process”. The question of how
to link the geological expression of regional geological structures (definition, occurrence,
form, attribute, combination form, age, event) with scene expression (semantic description,
spatial location, geometric form, attribute characteristics, element relationship, evolution
process) and develop a GIS expression method for regional geological structures based on
scenes is an urgent problem that needs to be solved by geologists and GIS scholars [59,60].
Therefore, taking basic regional geological structures such as folds, faults, strata, and rock
masses as the research object, the scene expression model, spatial structure expression
method, and evolution process expression method based on regional geological structures
are studied. This can not only reveal the spatial structure and evolution process of regional
geological structures effectively, but also provide a scene expression method that can be
used as a reference for GIS, provide a new method and technical means for geological GIS
research and applications, and promote the combination and development of geology and
GIS.

2. Method
2.1. Expression Model
2.1.1. Regional Geological Structure Scene Representation Concept Model

In this section, the geological expression of regional geological structures in terms
of space, time, attribute, and evolution process is discussed. The geological expression
(definition, occurrence, form, attribute, contact relation, combination form, age, event, etc.)
and the scene expression (semantic description, spatial position, geometric form, attribute
characteristic, element relation, evolution process) correspond, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Correspondence between geological expression and GIS expression.

The corresponding relationship between the geological expression of regional geologi-
cal structures and scene expression in this paper is as follows: Geological definition and
GIS semantics; occurrence and GIS spatial location; form and GIS geometric form; geologi-
cal attributes and GIS attributes; contact relations, combination forms, and GIS elements;
geological time, geological events, and GIS time dimension; and evolution processes. The
corresponding relationships between geology and GIS expression are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Corresponding relationship between geology and the GIS expression of regional geological
structures.

Geological Expression Scene Expression

Geological definition: fold is the bending deformation of
various rock surfaces by force Semantic description: fold (A001), fold (A0011) . . . . . .

Occurrence: Starting from Chunhua in the west to Funiu
Mountain in the east, the stratum strike is 115◦

Spatial location:
(x1, y1, z1) . . . . . . (xn, yn, zn)

Form: the longitudinal section is 60 km long and 9 km wide . . . Geometric form: length, width . . . . . .

Geological attributes: sandstone, shale, metal elements,
biological remains . . . GIS attributes: lithology, element, fossil, and other attribute data

Geological relations: unconformable contact relationships,
translational fault systems . . .

Element relations: topology relationship,
association relationship . . . . . .

Geological time: relative age, absolute age,
Geological events, geological evolution process: process of the

temporal and spatial variation of geological structure

Time dimension: initial, change, and extinction time points
Evolution process: “Time dimension + Spatial structure”

2.1.2. UML Design of Regional Geological Structure Scene Expression Model

The scene expression model of regional geological structures shows an abstract gener-
alization and expression of geological phenomena and fully expresses the spatial structure
and evolution process of regional geological structures through semantic descriptions,
spatial locations, geometric forms, attribute characteristics, element relations, evolution
processes, and other elements. The UML design of this model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. UML design of the regional geological structure scene expression model.

The scenario expression feature is based on the geologic features. It has a semantic
term, as well as positional accuracy, geometric shape, relationship type, attribute types,
and time type operation characteristics.

A. The semantic description is expressed by the fold semantic term, fault semantic term,
stratum semantic term, lithology semantic term, and semantic description purpose.
Its constructor is the code list.

B. The space location is expressed by the geologic feature position, which can be com-
posed of spatial coordinates (X, Y, Z), and its structural type is data type.

C. The geometric form is expressed by the geometric feature, which can be composed
of geometric elements (point, line, polygon, etc.). The geometric elements are combi-
nations of the location elements.

D. The attribute feature is expressed by the geological attribute description. It has four
subclasses: physical attributes, chemical attributes, biological attributes, and Earth
material descriptions.

E. The element relationship is expressed by the geologic association relationship and
the geologic topological relationship. The geologic association relationship mainly
expresses the non-spatial relation, such as the construction combination form, while
the geologic topological relationship mainly expresses the spatial relationships, such
as contact relation.

F. The evolution process is expressed by the geologic event: geologic time element.
The operation features are the environment of the event, the younger named age,
the numeric age, the older named age, and the event process. The geologic event:
geologic time feature and geologic feature are implemented through inheritance.
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2.2. Spatial Structure Expression

Based on the XML markup language model, a regional geological structure scenario
markup language (RGSSML) is proposed in this section. The method for the construction of
semantic identification, coordinate parameter type, geometric symbol type, attribute type,
and relationship type in spatial structures was realized by the object/relation pattern. The
spatial structure storage was realized using the basic rules of mapping between RGSSML
and object-relational databases. An RGSSML graphic representation of the spatial structure
was realized through mathematical functions of the space set and range set of scene graphics
and the mapping rules of graphic elements. Through geological rules, topological relations
and association relations between scene objects can be expressed. These fully support the
spatial structure extraction and expression of regional geological structures.

2.2.1. The Construction Method of Spatial Structure

We abstracted the spatial structures of regional geological structure as scene objects
and their relations based on extensible markup language (XML). Thus, the spatial structure
of regional geological structure was uniformly described and a method for the construction
of regional geological structures was formed.

Based on XML, a RGSSML (regional geological structure scenario markup language)
was designed. Based on the (object/relation) model, the construction of semantic identi-
fication, coordinate parameter type, geometric symbol type, attribute type, and relation
type in the spatial structure of regional geological structure was realized. Specifically,
these included the semantic schema, location schema, shape schema, attribute schema,
and relation schema. Additionally, the coordinate reference system schema, time reference
system schema, and temporal schema were introduced by including the element schema,
as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The method used for the construction of the scene.

2.2.2. Storage of Spatial Structure

The basic rules for mapping RGSSML to object-relational databases are summarized
as follows:

1. Create corresponding tables in the object relational database for the different types of
geological tectonic elements;

2. Create corresponding tables in an object-relational database for semantic objects,
positional objects, and geometric objects, and create normative tables for semantic
objects, positional objects, and geometric objects;

3. For simple types of geological structure element attributes, corresponding attribute
columns already exist in the element table of the object relational database (step 1);

4. For geological structure element attributes of complex types, create a table for this
complex type in the element table of the object relational database;

5. Create relational tables corresponding to complex elements and associate element
tables with complex type tables through foreign keys;
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6. Create an association between elements and topology through topology-primitive-
value attributes, in which the topology primitives are linked using href.

2.2.3. Graphic Representation of Spatial Structure

RGSSML graphics are operated by RGSSML elements with domain and range sets.
Scene graphics are defined as a mathematical function from the spatial set (function domain)
to range set (function range). The distribution of aspect value sets (semantic coding values,
spatial coordinate values, geometric elements, and attribute values) in spatial regions is
described by constructing graphic-element mapping rules.

In Figure 4, the graph can be regarded as the graph of f (x), as shown in (Equation (1)).

{(x, f (x))| xin A} (1)

Figure 4. Graphic functions and mapping rules.

In an RGSSML instance, the value of a graph can be a string or an external reference
to a specific mapping rule, and if the mapping rule is not specific the default mapping is
linear. For example, the fourth figure in the definition domain corresponds to the fourth
semantic encoding value, spatial coordinate value, geometric element, and attribute value
in the range set.

The relation between geological objects can be divided into a topological relation and a
correlation relation. The topological relation is used to express the geological relations with
geometric significance, such as the fold core and fold, fold wing and fold, fold axial line,
fault wall (hanging wall) and fault plane, fault wall (footwall) and fault plane, conformable
contact, unconformable contact, intrusive contact, sedimentary contact, and fault contact.
Correlation relation is used to express various interrelated geological relations under
combination and order conditions, such as fold and fold, fold and stratum, fault and fold,
fault and fault, and fault and stratum.

Regarding geological relations, not only do topological relations of spatial objects
exist in geometric features, but also correlation relations exist between spatial objects that
are independent of their own geometric features. This paper designs an association rule
expression mechanism for correlation relations. These include anticlinorium, synclinorium,
linear fold, brachy fold, dome, basin, longitudinal fault, transverse fault, oblique fault,
graben, horst, reverse fault, strike–slip fault, strike fault, and dip fault.

2.3. Evolutionary Process Expression

In this section, the GIS time dimension is strengthened, time is introduced as a factor
that is equally important to space, and a dynamic expression method for “time dimension +
space structure” is proposed for the evolution of regional geological structures. A dynamic
division method for regional geological structures at the initial time, change time, and
end time is established. The definition and declaration of the temporal reference pattern
and tense pattern are introduced into the spatial structure. The RGSSML time mode is
defined by referring to the tense type defined in ISO19108, the time primitive in ISO8601,
and the time interval in ISO11404. Referring to the geological time scale, the temporal
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spatial reference coordinate system is defined to dynamically express the evolution process
of the regional geological structure. This can fully support the expression of the regional
geological structure evolution process.

2.3.1. Time Dimension Dynamic Partition Method

The evolution process of regional geological structures is abstracted as the geological
expression of “geological time + spatial structure”. According to the geological time, the
time sequence of regional geological structures in the process of evolution and development
is established. At the same time, the geological identification and change analysis methods
of regional geological structures for the definition, occurrence, form, attribute, contact
relationship, and combination form in each geological period are established.

We strengthen the GIS time dimension and abstract geological time into the time
dimension. A dynamic division method for regional geological structures at the initial
time, change time, and end time of the time dimension is established. The dynamic
changes in the geological structure evolution include the expression of tense semantics,
tense locations, tense geometry, tense attributes, and tense relations. Regarding the GIS
expression method of dynamic change, the design idea of this paper is that the spatial
structure of regional geological structures is temporal and singular. Figure 5 shows the
spatial-temporal evolution process of the linear structure phenomenon from time T1 to
T2, which is represented by the dynamic change method, where “T” represents the time
dimension and “G” represents the space dimension. “Now” represents the current time
and is a time variable whose valid value depends on the start time. The evolution of the
linear structure phenomenon also needs to represent its change time and end time, as well
as the temporal relation (TR) representation method is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Dynamic expression of the geological structure evolution process.

Serial Number T Time Dimensional
Representation

TG Spatial-Temporal
Dimensional Representation

1 T1(x1, y1, t1–Now) TG1 (T1, T2, T3, T4, t1–t2)
2 T2(x2, y2, t1–Now) TG2 (T1, T2, T3, t1–Now)
3 T3(x3, y3, t1–Now) TG3 (T3, T4, t1–t2)
4 T4(x4, y4, t1–t2) TG4 (T4, T5, t2–Now)
5 T5(x5, y5, t2–Now) TG5 (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, t2–Now)

Figure 5. Geological structure spatial-temporal evolution process.

Temporal relation (TR) can be expressed by a 3 ∗ 3 matrix to compare the intersection
of the front, inside, and back of two time periods. We assume that there are two time ranges,
namely TX = [ Xs, Xe] and TY = [Ys, Ye]. Here, X−, XO, X+, Y−, YO, and Y+ indicate
the front segment, inside segment, and back segment of TX and TY, respectively. The
expression is (X−∩Y−, X−∩YO, X−∩Y+, XO∩Y−, XO∩YO, XO∩Y+, X+∩Y−, X+∩YO,
X+∩Y+) and TR elements can be {0,1 for {empty set, non-empty set}.

TR =

 X−∩Y− X−∩YO X−∩Y+
XO∩ Y− XO∩ YO XO∩ Y+
X + ∩Y− X + ∩YO X + ∩Y+
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2.3.2. The Expression of Evolution Process of Regional Geological Structure

The regional geological structure scenario markup language (RGSSML) proposed in
this paper introduces definitions and declarations in a time reference system schema and
temporal schema to a spatial structure through < include > element. RGSSML supports
the modeling of dynamic spatial structures, which causes the spatial structure change
with time. RGSSML refers to the temporal type defined in ISO19108 and adopts the time
primions in ISO8601: TimeInstant and TimePeriod. Additionally, it adopts the time interval
structure defined in ISO11404.

RGSSML, referring to “The International Commission on Stratigraphy” [61], intends
to define a temporal reference coordinate system for dynamically expressing the evolution
process of regional geological structures by referring to the geological time scale. Part of
the geological time scale is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Temporal reference coordinate system of the geological tectonic evolution (part).

Eon Era Period Epoch Numerical Age (Ma)

Phanerozoic

Cenozoic

Quaternary Holocene Present–0.1

Pleistocene 0.1–2.58

Neogene

Pliocene 2.58–5.33

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . .

Palaeogene . . . . . . . . . . . .

Mesozoic
Cretaceous . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Paleozoic
Dyas . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RGSSML proposes to define the TimeReferenceSystem and TimeEon, TimeEra, TimePe-
riod, and TimeEpoch structures of the temporal space reference coordinate system. Each
component time period of the temporal spatial reference coordinate system is encap-
sulated with the <Frame> label. The following pseudo-code is used to formulate the
dynamic expression of the regional geological structure evolution process in the period of
5.33 Ma–2.58 Ma–0.1 Ma in Ningzhen Mountain range.

<rgssml: TimeReferenceSystem rgssml:id=”NanJing”>
<rgssml: Frame>
<rgssml: TimeEpoch rgssml:id=”NanJing.NO.1”> // spatial structure NO.1
<rgssml: description> −10,000 year < /rgssml: description> // Ma time 0.1 Ma
</rgssml: TimeEpoch>
</rgssml: Frame>
. . . . . .

<rgssml: TimeEpoch rgssml:id=”NanJing.NO.3”> // spatial structure NO.3
<rgssml: description> −5,330,000 year </rgssml: description> // Ma time 5.33 Ma
. . . . . .

</rgssml: TimeReferenceSystem>
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3. Experiment

In this paper, Ningzhen Mountain was selected as the research area to realize the scene
expression of the regional geological structure. The main experimental data used were the
natural language used by geologists to describe the geological structure phenomena in
this region, the regional geology, a plane geological map, a geological history evolution
table, and a stratigraphic code of the study area. These were combined with the Nanjing
1:10,000 DLG, the Nanjing 1:50,000 geographical base map, and the Ningzhen mountain
1:50,000 stratigraphic digital map. Our experiment was based on the object-relational
database system. In this paper, definitions and declarations were introduced in the co-
ordinate reference system schema, time reference system schema, and temporal schema.
Through RGSSML’s semantic schema, the location schema, shape schema, attribute schema,
and relation schema were used to express the spatial structure characteristics and evolution
process of the regional geological structure scenes.

Based on the regional range set of Ningzhen Mountain (Nanjing section), in this paper
we constructed the graphic spatial structure feature expression. Figure 6a,b graphically
express the semantic, spatial location, geometric form, and attribute characteristics of
Ningzhen Mountain (Nanjing section) from a map view and a 3D view, respectively.

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Graphic representation of the spatial structure RGSSML of the Ningzhen Mountain range
(Nanjing section).

Semantic coding value: we used the ST001, ST002, . . . . . . , FL001, . . . LI002 code
values expressed in the quaternary strata. We also used the tertiary strata, . . . , fault, . . .
. . . and semantic characteristics of dike rocks.

Space coordinate value: The coordinate value through point column (x1, y1, z1),
(x2, y2, z2) . . . , and (xn, yn, zn) express the coordinates of space objects.

Geometric elements: stratigraphic boundaries, lithofacies boundaries, quaternary
isopachines, fault lines, quaternary strata, tertiary strata, and Sinian strata were used to
express the geometry of space objects.

Attribute value: we used attribute fields to store the physical, chemical, and biological
attributes of space objects, such as lithology, rock color, structure, structure, and fossil
name.

The proposed temporal pattern supports the use of temporal semantics, temporal
location, temporal geometry, and temporal attributes. Meanwhile, the temporal relation
(TR) can be expressed by a 3 ∗ 3 matrix. This paper intends to use the dynamic semantic
coding, dynamic location, dynamic geometry, dynamic attribute, and dynamic relation
expression of the semantics, location, geometry, attribute, and relation to realize the expres-
sion of the regional geological structure evolution process. This paper intends to express the
regional geological structure evolution process of 5.33 Ma–2.58 Ma–0.1 Ma in the Ningzhen
Mountain (Nanjing section). Figure 7 reflects the semantic coding, geometric morphology,
spatial location, and stratigraphic attributes of the Pliocene, Pleistocene, and Holocene at
5.33 Ma, and 2.58 Ma, and 0.1 Ma under different time epoch elements. Additionally, the
stratigraphic contact relationship was expressed for geological ages of 5.33 Ma–2.58 Ma
and 2.58 Ma–0.1 Ma.
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Figure 7. Evolution of the regional geological structure in the Ningzhen Mountain (Nanjing section).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, scenes (semantic description, spatial location, geometric form, attribute
characteristics, element relations, evolution process) were introduced into GIS representa-
tions of regional geological structures. Based on the correspondence between the geological
expression and scene expression of the regional geological structures, a scene expression
model for regional geological structures was designed, a method for the expression of the
regional geological structure spatial structure characteristics and evolution process was
realized, and a scene expression method for regional geological structures was formed.
(1) Based on the geological expression of the regional geological structure (definition, oc-
currence, form, attribute, contact relation, combination form, age, event, etc.), a scenario
expression feature was proposed. In this paper, a scene expression model of regional
geological structures with semantic terms, positional accuracy, geometric shape, relation-
ship type, attribute types, time type, and operation was constructed. (2) Based on the
XML markup language model, a regional geological structure scenario markup language
(RGSSML) was proposed in this paper. The method used for the construction of seman-
tic identification, coordinate parameter type, geometric symbol type, attribute type, and
relationship type in spatial structures was realized by the object/relation pattern. The
spatial structure storage was realized by the basic rules of mapping between RGSSML and
object-relational databases. The RGSSML graphic representation of the spatial structure
was realized through the mathematical functions of the space set and a range set of scene
graphics and mapping rules of graphic elements. Through geological rules, topological
relations and association relations between scene objects can be expressed. These can
fully support the spatial structure extraction and the expression of regional geological
structures. (3) According to the INTERNATIONAL CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHIC CHART,
a chronological sequence of regional geological structures in the process of evolution and
development was established. The geological time was abstracted into the time dimension,
and the temporal reference model and temporal model were introduced into the spatial
structure to support the modeling and expression of the dynamic spatial structure.

The regional geological structure scene expression method proposed in this paper had
the following characteristics: (1) it could comprehensively express the spatial characteristics,
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attribute characteristics, semantics, relations, and evolution process of regional geological
structures; (2) the formalized expression and unified storage of regional geological informa-
tion were realized; (3) the dynamic expression of the regional geological structure evolution
process was realized, bringing significant advantages in the expression of regional geo-
logical structure semantics, relations, and evolution processes. The method proposed in
this paper can effectively reveal the spatial structure and evolution process of regional
geological structures, provide a new method and technical means for the research and
application of geological GIS, and promote the combination and development of geology
and GIS.
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